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1 Introduction

Computer system designs and implementations, even not very big ones, are often difficult to understand thanks to
enormous state sets and complex interactions between connected components (which may or may not change state
independently). While many algorithms can be satisfactorily described using a combination of informal math and
pseudo-code (see [Knu97] for example), operating systems, networks, distributed consensus, computer architectures
and other systems that involve complex state are more of a challenge. State machines are a good model, but the
familiar ways to define state machines don’t scale. A state table or transition graph can only be so big before it’s
not comprehensible. These methods are also too specific, too detailed, without straightforward ways to abstract or
parameterize. For example, if we draw a state diagram for a mod 5 counter, it doesn’t help with a mod 500 counter.
For this reason, researchers have often added structuring elements and variables to state machines or similar transition
graphs (e.g. [Har84]). However these extensions muddle the semantics of classical state machines( e.g. [Pin86]) –
unnecessarily.

Alternatively, deterministic state machines can be represented as maps f : A∗ → X where A is a finite set of discrete
events (an alphabet of events) and A∗ is, as usual, the set of finite sequences over A. The intuition is that f(s) = x
when the sequence of events s drives the system from its initial state to a state where the output is x. In section 2, I will
show how to construct, compose or connect, and define abstract properties of these maps. Section 3 has some examples
from distributed systems, producer-consumer, and digital circuits. Section 4 formalizes the relationship to classical
automata and automata products and recursive composition. Each sequence map specifies a classical deterministic
state machine M (not necessarily finite state) and each state machine encodes a sequence map so

f → M → f

The reverse mapping is less exact:
M → f → M ′ where M ′ ∼ M

in the sense that M ′ and M are identical up to differences in state names and minimization. Finally, certain recursive
compositions of sequence maps correspond to automata products in a similar way. Readers only interested in applica-
tions can ignore section 4 and the final section on related work and open issues,section 5, that has a brief comparison
to Krohn-Rhodes theory and to temporal logic and formal methods.

∗ c⃝Victor Yodaiken 2019. Austin TX.
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2 Basic methods

Let ϵ be the empty sequence and let s ·a append event a to finite sequence s. The empty sequence of events leaves the
system in its initial (start) state. The sequence s ·a takes the system to the state after event a changes the state reached
by s. A pair of equations, f(ϵ) = c for some constant c, and f(s · a) = g(f(s), a) for some known map g and for a,
a variable over the alphabet of events, then defines f in every reachable state (for every finite sequence of events).

For example say f : A∗ → {0, . . . k− 1} is a mod k counter if and only if:

f(ϵ) = 0 and f(s · a) = (f(s) + 1) mod k (1)

Say fr : A → {0, . . . k− 1} is a reseting counter if reset is a distinguished element of A and

fr(ϵ) = 0 and fr(s · a) =
{
0 if a = reset;
(fr(s) + 1) mod k otherwise

(2)

These maps represent deterministic systems. In many cases, however, the system is only partially specified. In such
cases we can define constraints and there may be a set, even an infinite set, of sequence maps that are solutions.
For example, suppose m(s) is some sensor over some, unspecified but potentially enormous alphabet that encodes
environmental signals and |π − sensor(s)| ≤ 2 is the only specification. Or say, d(s) is a network device over a set
of messages M where d(s) ∈ M indicates that the device is attempting to send (transmit) the message d(s). Suppose
each message is associated with a source identifier, source(m) ∈ I. Then say

d has device id i only if d(s) ∈ M implies source(d(s)) = i. (3)

Suppose the event alphabet of d includes M so that d(s ·m) takes d to a state where it has received message m. A
second sequence map, completely defined, can be used to track which messages d has received: R(ϵ) = ∅ and

R(s · a) =
{
R(s) ∪ {a} if a ∈ M

R(s) otherwise
(4)

. If event tx indicates that the device has transmitted its output then, similarly, specify T(s) to be the set of transmitted
messages:

T(ϵ) = ∅ and T(s · a) =
{
T(s) ∪ d(s) if a = tx and d(s) ∈ M

T(s) otherwise
(5)

For all the sequence maps introduced above, the alphabet is a parameter — the specifications of f and fr work with
A = {0, 1} as well as they do for the set of 128 bit IEEE floating point numbers. And k is a parameter, the definitions
work for k = 8 and for k = 10100

100

. We can even leave out k for an unbounded counter f_(s · a) = f_(s) + 1. And
we can leave the initial state of a counter unspecified — the reset counter without an initial value is unspecified before
a reset operation.

Say g : X → Xk for k > 0 is a k shift register the initial value is some unspecified element of Xk and the elements of
g(s) = (x1, . . . xk)shift right on each event.

g(ϵ) ∈ Xk and g(s) = (x1, . . . xk) implies that g(s · x) = (x, x1, . . . xk−1) (6)

There is a map that satisfies this specification for each element of Xk, and X and k are parameters. A 32 shift register
over the alphabet {0, 1} and a 210 shift register over some set of process identifiers can both satisfy the constraints of
equation 6.

We can connect components through something as simple as function composition. Let f be the mod k counter of
equation 1 and m be the sensor as above, and define:

H(s · a) =
{
sensor(s) if f(s) = 0

H(s) otherwise.

So H(s) is the sensed value updated every k events.

For more complicated interconnection, it is possible to make the input events of one sequence map depend on the
outputs of others. Suppose f is a mod k counter on alphabet A. Let u(ϵ) = ϵ and

u(s · a) =
{
u(s) · a if f(s) = k− 1

u(s) otherwise.
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Then let F(s) = f(u(s)) + f(s). We can show, by induction, that F is a mod k2 counter. Or suppose we build a system
which needs to count mod k the number of times sensor(s) is greater than 2.

u(ϵ) = ϵ, u(s · a) =
{
u(s) · a if sensor(s) > 2;

u(s) otherwise.

so that f(u(s)) is the required count.

For a k shift register, g, let (g(s))i be the ith element of the vector that is the value of g(s) and if we have two k
vectors x and y suppose xy is the concatenated 2k vector. Let g1 and g2 be k shift registers over event alphabet X and
let u(ϵ) = ϵ and

u(s · x) = u(s) · (g1(s))k

Then G(s) = (g1(s)g2(u(s))) is a 2k shift register.

Or consider how to connect the devices defined above in a network. We might say for each i ∈ I the set of identifiers,
di is a device with id i and there is a ui for each identifier so that di(ui(s)) is the output of device di in the state
determined by s and the system in which it is embedded. Then R(ui(s)) would be the set of messages di had received
and we might require that m ∈ R(ui) implies m ∈ T(usource(m)). This specification is elaborated in section 3.2.

The maps u in the definitions above have a standard form in this work: u(ϵ) = ϵ and u(s ·a) = u(s) ·α(a, . . . ) which
may depend on u(s). These can be defined to interconnect components in arbitrary ways, as illustrated in section 3.

3 Larger examples

3.1 Threads

The next example[Cha] is from a Java program to solve the classic consumer/producer problem where one group of
threads or processes "produce" some resource and a second group consumes the resource, all from a shared buffer.
When the buffer is empty, consumers are forced to wait (block) if they try to consume a resource. The buffer has
a fixed maximum size k, and when the buffer is full, producers are forced to wait if they try to produce a resource.
If either a producer or consumer succeeds, and therefore changes the number of available resources, then it notifies
(wakes up) a waiting thread to check the buffer again. Java provides primitives to ensure access to the buffer is atomic
(only one thread at a time) and for the wakeup operation (notify), but the programmer has no visibility into which
waiting thread is awakened or which non-waiting thread is permitted to access the buffer next (except that is cannot be
a waiting thread).

Let let P and C be the sets of ids identifying producers and consumers, respectively. The two sets need to not share
any elements. The sequence map R counts how many of the things that are being produced and consumed are in the
buffer. W(s) is the set of waiting threads. Next is the next thread that will access the buffer and Notify is the next
thread to be awakened (notified and unblocked) when the buffer state changes. The system is deadlocked only when
all threads are waiting: W(s) = P ∪ C.

Here are the rules of this system. For rule 11 and 9, recall that \ is "set minus" so X \ Y = {x ∈ X : x /∈ Y}.

P ∩ C = ∅ (7)

0 ≤ R(ϵ) ≤ k and R(s · a) =


R(s) + 1 if Next(s) ∈ P and R(s) < k

R(s) − 1 if Next(s) ∈ C and R(s) > 0

R(s) otherwise.
(8)

W(ϵ) = ∅ and W(s · a) =


W(s) ∪ {Next(s)} if Next(s) ∈ P ∪ C and R(s · a) = R(s)
W(s) \ {Notify(s)} if Notify(s) ∈ W(s) and R(s · a) ̸= R(s)
W(s) otherwise.

(9)

Notify(s) ∈ W(s) if W(s) ̸= ∅ (10)
Next(s) ∈ (P ∪ C) \W(s) if W(s) ̸= (P ∪ C) (11)

A little consideration shows we need two properties to be free of deadlock

A : If P ⊂ W(s) then R(s) > 0
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so if the buffer is empty some producer must be available to run and,

B : If C ⊂ W(s) then R(s) < k

so if the buffer is full some consumer must be available to run. If both conditions are true in every state, deadlock is
impossible. We can prove that by induction. We know W(ϵ) ̸= P ∪ C by 9. Since the system is not deadlocked in
the initial state, suppose it is not deadlocked in the state determined by s and suppose it is deadlocked in s · a. Then
W(s) ̸= P ∪ C and W(s · a) = P ∪ C which, by 9 requires that Next(s) is the only thread that is not in W(s). If that
thread is a producer we need R(s) = k. But (B) tells us that there is at least one consumer not in W(s) if R(s) = k
which contradicts the assumption. Similarly for (A) if the single thread not in W(s) is a consumer. So A and B are
sufficient to guarantee no deadlock. But are A and B true?

Suppose k = 1 and there are 2 consumers c1, c2 and one producer p. Let’s try to construct a case where A and B
fail thanks to the worst permitted behavior from Notify and Next. By 9 we have W(ϵ) = ∅ and by 8 it is possible for
R(ϵ) = 0. Suppose Next(ϵ) = c1. Let s1 = ϵ. Then W(s1 · a1) = {c1} and R(s1) = 0. Let s2 = s1 · a1 and suppose
Next(s2) = c2 so W(s2 · a2) = {c1, c2} and the number of resources is still 0. Let s3 = s2 · a2. There is no choice
for what thread is selected next so we know Next(s3) = p and suppose Notify(s3) = c1 so W(s1 · a3) = {c2} and
R(s3 · a3) = 1. Let s4 = s3 · a3. There are two choices for Next(s4) but suppose it choses p. Then p must block.
For s5 = s4 · a4 we would have R(s5) = 1 and W(s5) = {c2, p}. So Next(s5) = c1. Now suppose, fatally, that
Notify(s5) = c2 so W(s5 · a6) = {p} = P and R(s5 · a6) = 0 - violating A. In fact, if P contains at least 2k elements
for any resource upper limit k the system can violate A. The same problem happens for B when C contains at least 2k
elements.

3.2 Distributed Consensus

Starting with the network devices specified above, Suppose we have some set of messages M in a network of devices
with identifiers in a set I. Suppose as above that d is a device over M only if d(s) ∈ M indicates that the device is
attempting to transmit d(s) and if d(s) ∈ M d(s · tx) /∈ M indicating the device has transmitted the message. The
sequence maps R and T collect the set of messages that the device has received or transmitted, respectively as defined
above in equations 4 and 5.

Suppose each message is associated with some identifier by source : M → I. Instead of 3:

d has identifier i if and only if d(s) ∈ M implies either source(m) = i or m ∈ R(s) (12)

The second clause allows a device to resend a message — a key capability for recovery from lost messages.

Consider a network where:

For each i ∈ I, di is a network device over M with id i (13)

Let ui be the event sequence for device di.

The most elementary “safety" property of a network is that no site receives a message unless it was sent by another
site:

m ∈ R(ui) implies that for some j ∈ I, m ∈ T(uj) (14)
This is usually a property of low level network devices and error detecting codes. It follows that:

m ∈ R(ui) implies m ∈ T(usource(m)). (15)

To prove this, note first that once a message is in T(ui) or R(ui) it remains in there forever2. Then note that T(ϵ) = ∅.
Suppose for all i ∈ I m /∈ T(ui(s)) but for some i m ∈ T(ui(s · a). From 5 di(ui) = m. So from 12 it must be that
either m ∈ R(ui) or source(m) = i. If the first, then 14 for some j, m ∈ T(ui) which contradicts the assumption.
So we now have proved that m ∈ T(ui) implies m ∈ T(usource(m). Similarly R(ϵ) = ∅ so consider m /∈ R(ui) for
all i and suppose that for at least one i m ∈ R(ui(s · a). Then 14 tells us for some j, m ∈ T(uj(s · a)) which, as just
shown, implies that m ∈ T(usource(m)(s · a)).
Note there is no requirement that a sent message ever arrives.

If there is a partial map ack : I×M → M so that ack(i,m) is the message that site i can send to acknowledge receipt
of message m, we can require that a device only send an acknowledgment for a message it has received. First require
that the ack message uniquely identify the message it aks.

ack(i,m1) = ack(j,m2) implies m2 = m1 and i = j (16)

2We might want to expire messages, because in more realistic networks, messages can be recycled. That’s easy to do, but
complicates the explication.
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Then require that sites only acknowledge received messages. This is a property of devices, not the network so

If d is a device over M with id i, d(q) = ack(i,m) implies that m ∈ R(q) (17)

Back in the network, it follows from 15 that ack(i,m) ∈ R(uj) implies that m ∈ R(ui). That is: if device j has
received an ack message ack(i,m) then it must be the case that i has received message m.

3.3 Circuits

To describe digital circuits suppose we have alphabets of events consisting of binary vectors over the set {0, 1} that
represent discrete samples of signals being applied to input pins over some time interval. So v = (b1, . . . bk) repre-
sents applying signal vi = bi to pin i over a pico-second or whatever interval is useful for the circuits in question. To
determine how long a signal has been held to 0 or to 1, define

H(ϵ, i, b) = 0 and H(s · v, i, b) = (1− |(vi − b|) ∗ (1+H(s, i, b))

so that H(s · v, i, b) = 0 if vi ̸= b and one plus H(s, i, b) otherwise and indicates how long (for how many samples)
pin i has been held to b.

A "nand gate" with two inputs can be defined using H. Say that g is a nand-gate with delay p if holding at least one
input to 0 for at least p time units forces the output to be 1 and holding both to 1 for at least p time units forces the
output to 1.
Definition 3.1. g is a nand gate with propagation delay p and pins 1, and 2 if and only if:

g(s) ∈ {0, 1}
g(s) = 0 if min(H(s, 1, 1), H(s, 2, 1)) ≥ p
g(s) = 1 if max(H(s, 1, 0), H(s, 2, 0)) ≥ p

(18)

There are an infinite number of solutions to these constraints.

Now define a map that tells us how long the output of a gate has been held at some value

K(ϵ, g, b) = 0 and K(s · v, g, b) = (1− |g(s · v) − b|) ∗ (1+ K(s, g, b)) (19)

Lemma 1. For j > 0 if g is a 2 input nand gate with propagation delay p

(H(s, 1, 0) ≥ p+ j or H(s, 2, 0) ≥ p+ j) implies K(s, g, 1) ≥ j

(H(s, 1, 1) ≥ p+ j and H(s, 2, 1) ≥ p+ j implies K(s, g, 0) ≥ j

Proof is by induction on j.

A latch [Wak90] is a simple bit store. Set/Reset latches have two input pins. If the signal (1, 0) is held for t time units
the device latches and outputs a 0 and if the signal (0, 1) is held for t time units the device latches a 1. Once a value
has been latched, holding signal (1, 1) keeps the latched value steady. With gates, knowing the last p samples tells us
whether the output is determined and if it is determined, what it is. With latches and other sequential circuits there is
no such bound because once the device latches, any number of (1, 1) events may leave system output locked.

Latched(s · v, t, b) =


1 if b = 1 and v = (0, 1) and H(s, 1, 0) > t and H(s, 2, 1) > t

or if b = 0 and v = (1, 0) and H(s, 1, 1) > t and H(s, 2, 0) > t

or if Latched(s, t, b) = 1 and v = (1, 1)

0 otherwise

L is a latch with latch time t0 if and only if:

L(s) ∈ {0, 1} and Latched(s, t0, b) = 1 implies L(s) = b

Amazingly, if you "cross connect" two gates, you get a latch.
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Suppose g1 and g2 are nand-gates with propagation delay p. The connection is given by:

ui(ϵ) = ϵ

as usual and

ui(s · v) =
{
ui · (v1, g2(u2(s))) if i = 1

ui · (v2, g1(u1(s))) if i = 2

That is, when (b1, b2) is the event for the latch in state s, gate 1 gets (b1, g2(u2)) and gate 2 gets (b2, g1(u1)) so the
gates are cross coupled.

For this device signals on pins 1 and 2 of the composite device just flow through to pins 1 on gate 1 and 1 on gate 2.

H(s, 1, b) = H(u1, 1, b) (20)

H(s, 2, b) = H(u2, 1, b) (21)
But also

K(u1, g1, b) > j implies H(u2, 2, b) ≥ j (22)
and

K(u2, g2, b) > j implies H(u1, 2, b) ≥ j (23)

Property 20 is by definition of u1 and same for 21. Prove 22 and 23 by induction on j.

We can show this device is a latch with t = 3p+ 2. The proof is by induction on s for a stronger claim

Latched(s, t, 1) implies H(u1, 2, 0) > p+ 1 and K(u1, g, 1) ≥ p+ 1 and H(u2, 1, 1) ≥ p and H(u2, 2, 1) ≥ p
(24)

Latched(s, t, 0) implies H(u2, 2, 0) > p+ 1 and K(u2, g, 1) ≥ p+ 1 and H(u1, 1, 1) ≥ p and H(u1, 2, 1) ≥ p
(25)

If 24 and 25 are true, then g1(u1) = b whenever Latched(s, t, b) = 1 as required.

When s = ϵ we know that Latched(s, t, b) = 0 so there is nothing to prove. Suppose Latched(s, 3p + 2, b) <
Latched(s · v, 3p+ 2, b). Then, by definition, either

b = 1 and v = (0, 1) and H(s, 1, 0) > (3p+ 2) and H(s, 2, 1) > (3p+ 2) (26)

or
b = 0 and v = (1, 0) and H(s, 1, 1) > (3p+ 2) and H(s, 2, 0) > (3p+ 2) (27)

First consider the case where 26 is true.

H(s, 1, 0) > 3p+ 2 implies K(u1, g1, 1) > 2p+ 2 (28)
K(u1, g1, 1) > 2p+ 2 implies H(u2, 1, 1) > 2p+ 1 (29)

H(u2, 1, 1) > 2p+ 1 and H(s, 2, 1) > 3p+ 2 implies K(u2, g2, 0) > p+ 1 (30)
K(u2, g2, 0) > p+ 1 implies H(u1, 2, 0) ≥ p (31)

(32)

Thus 24 must be true. Suppose that Latched(s, t, 1) = Latched(s · v, t, 1) = 1. Then either v = (0, 1) or
v = (1, 1). The first case just the same as what we just validated. In the second case note that since H(u2, 1, 1) ≥
p and H(u2, 2, 1) ≥ p by the inductive hypothesis (24) it must be that u1(s · v) = (1, 0) and by the same inductive
hypothesis H(u1, 2, 0) > p + 1 so certainly H(u1(s · v⃗, 2, 0) > p + 2. Similarly, H(u2(s⃗v, 2, 1) > p + 2. Thus, the
outputs of both gates must stay the same. QED. The other case, 27 is similar.

4 State machines and primitive recursion

Moore machines[Moo64] are state machines with output but are defined to be finite state so let a Moore* machine be
a possibly unbounded Moore machine.
Definition 4.1. A Moore* machine is a tuple:

M = (A, S, α, δ, X, λ)

where: S is the set of states, A is the event "alphabet", and X is the set of outputs and both A and X are finite sets.
The start state is given by α ∈ S, the "transition map" (which must be total) is δ : S × A → S, and λ : S → X is the
"output map".
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Say a Moore* machine M is finite state iff S is a finite set.

Definition 4.2. f : A∗ → X is a sequence map if and only if, f is defined on all elements of A∗, and both A and X are
finite sets.

Each sequence map specifies a Moore* machine and each Moore* machine encodes a sequence map so that

f → M → f

The reverse mapping is less exact, two distinct Moore* machines can encode the same sequence map, but all those
Moore machines are "similar" to the Moore machine specified by the map:

M → f → M ′ where M ′ ≈ M

in the sense that M ′ and M are identical up to differences in state names and minimization. That is, M may include
duplicate and/or unreachable states while M ′ is minimized by construction and the state labels may be different. M
may also include unreachable outputs in (that is, there may be elements x ∈ XM so that there is no reachable state
s ∈ SM with λM(s) = x).

Suppose M = (A, S, α, δ, X, λ). Then let δ∗ : S×A∗ → S be defined by

δ∗(σ, ϵ) = σ and δ∗(σ, s · a) = δ(δ∗(σ, s), a))

Definition 4.3. For any Moore* machine, M = (A, S, σ0, δ, X, λ), the encoded sequence function fM : A∗ → X is
given by:

fM(s) = λ(δ∗(α, s)).

For any sequence map f : A∗ → X, define the Myhill equivalence[HU79] on A∗ by

s1 ∼f s2 iff (∀q ∈ A∗)f(s1 ··q) = f(s2 ··q)

where ·· indicates concatenation of sequences. It is easy to validate that ∼f is an equivalence relation3. When s ∼f z,
both sequences drive the system to the same state in terms of f. The equivalence classes (states) are the sets [s]f =
{z ∈ A∗ : s ∼f z}. Let St(f) be the set of equivalence classes under ∼f. The set St(f) is the "characteristic state set"
of f. Say f is finite if and only if St(f) is a finite set. Although actual digital computer systems are finite state, it is
sometimes convenient to be able to work with unbounded sequence maps which do not have finite state sets.

Definition 4.4. For any f : A∗ → X, the characteristic Moore* machine of f is:

Mf = (A, St(f), [ϵ]f, δ, X, λ)

where:

• [ϵ]f = {s : s ∼f ϵ} is the start state

• δ([s]f, a) = [s · a]f

• λ([s]f) = f(s).

Primitive recursion on sequences [Pet82] is analogous to standard arithmetic primitive recursion[Pet67]. Instead of
defining a function f by from 0 and "+1" with something like the pair of equations

f(0) = c and f(n+ 1) = g(f(n), n)

for some constant c and known g, we can let the empty sequence take the place of 0 and "append on the right" take
the place of plus one. Then the finite sequence analog of arithmetic primitive recursion involves something like a pair
of equations:

f(ϵ) = c and f(s · a) = g(f(s), a)

Clearly, δ∗ is primitive recursive on δ (which may be anything, not necessarily even a computable function here,
although one might want to limit it in certain contexts, for example to PR arithmetic functions or some sub-recursive
domain. ).

Section 4.1 is concerned with how a type of primitive recursive composition of sequence maps can represent products
of Moore* machines.
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4.1 Products and composition of maps

Suppose we have a collection of (not necessarily distinct) sequence maps fi : A∗
i → Xi and wish to interconnect

them to construct a new map on its own event alphabet and output set F : A∗ → X. The "general product" com-
poses the "factor" sequence functions so that F(s) = h(f1(u1), . . . fn(un)) where each ui is the event sequence
generated for factor i from s and from the interaction of the factors. When s = ϵ, require that each ui = ϵ so
that when the composite system is in the initial state, all components are in their initial states. If we know each
ui that corresponds to s, then appending event a to s will append some sequence of events qi to each ui so that
F(s · a) = h(f1(u1 ··q1), . . . fn(un ··qn)). Make each qi a sequence of events so that factors can advance at differ-
ent rates when necessary. The construction of the qi depends on both a and on the current state outputs of the factors
f1(u1), . . . fn(un).
Definition 4.5. The sequence map general product of fi : Ai → Xi and connection maps gi : A×X1 · · · ×Xn → A∗

i

for i = 1, . . . , n and for h : X1 × . . . Xn → X is:

F(s) = h(f1(u1(s)), . . . fn(un(s)))

where
ui(ϵ) = ϵ and ui(s · a) = ui(s) ··gi(a, f1(u1(s)), . . . fn(un(s)))

It should be apparent that at each step, the arguments are well defined if each fi and gi are well defined. There is an
analogous product of state machines so that the characteristic Moore* machine of F is a product of the characteristic
Moore* machines of the fi.

The general product of Moore* machines (adapted from [Gec86]) connects n Moore* machines via n "connection
maps" as follows:
Definition 4.6.

(A, S, α, δ, X, λ) = Πn
i=1(Mi, gi)[λ]

is a general product of Moore* machines where:

• Each Mi = (Ai, Si, αi, δi, Xi, λi) is a Moore* machine for 0 < i ≤ n

• Each gi : A× X1 × . . . Xn → A∗
i for 0 < i ≤ n

• λ : X1 × . . . Xn → X

• X = {(x1, . . . xn), xi ∈ Xi}

• S = {(σ1, . . . σn), σi ∈ Si}

• α = (α1, . . . αn)

• δ((σ1, . . . σn), a) = (δ∗1(σ1, z1), . . . δ
∗
n(σn, zn)) where zi = gi(a, λ1(σ1), . . . λn(σn)),

If each Mi is finite state, then by necessity, the product is finite state.
3Clearly s ∼f s and s1 ∼f s2 implies s2 ∼f s1. If s1 ∼ s2 and s2 ∼f s3 then since f(s1 ··q) = f(s2 ··q) it must be that

f(s1 ··q) = f(s3 ··q)).
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Theorem 1. If f(s) = h(f1(u1), . . . f(un)) as above in definition 4.5 and Mi is the characteristic machine of fi for
0 < i ≤ n and M = Πn

i=1(Mi, gi)[h] then f is the encoded sequence function of M.

We know λi(δ
∗
i (αi, z)) = fi(z) for any z ∈ A∗

i . What we need to do is show is δ∗(α, s) =
(δ∗1(α1, u1), . . . δn(αn, un)). This is easily shown by induction on s. For s = ϵ it is trivial. But if δ∗(α, s) =
(δ∗1(α1, u1), . . . δn(αn, un)). then δ∗(α, s · a) = δ(δ∗(α, s), a). The rest follows by definition.

It follows that if f is defined as above and each fi is finite state and each gi has an image consisting only of finite
sequences, then f must also be finite state.

5 Related work and open issues

The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the old ones, which ramify, for those
brought up as most of us have been, into every corner of our minds. — Keynes [Key36].

5.1 Algebraic automata theory and modularity

Early work on automata (see [Arb68] for example) mentioned sequence map representations but didn’t take it any-
where and classical automata theory and semigroup theory has been centered on cascade (wreath) products [Hol83]
[Pin86] which can only represent limited types of system interconnection. In this work, I make use of primitive recur-
sion on finite sequences [Pet82] as a technique for constructing and composing sequence maps and show that certain
forms of recursive composition correspond to a general automata product that can be used as a flexible model of
component interconnection.

In the construction of general product (definition 4.5) if each gi depends only on the first argument, then the product
reduces to a "direct" or "cross" product and the state machines are not interconnected. If each gi(a, x1, . . . xn) depends
only on a and x1, . . . xj for j ≤ i then the product reduces to a "cascade" product[Hol83] in which information only
flows in a linearly ordered pipeline through the factors. "Cascade" products channel information flow in one direction
and correspond to pipelines and similar processing systems (including many kinds of digital circuits). "General"
products permit components (factors) to exchange data, such as in a product modelling the operation of a computer
network or the latch of 3.3 above.

It should be possible to use the relationship between recursion and state machine factorization to investigate the product
structure of monoids. Of course E∗ is a free monoid under concatenation of sequences with E as the set of generators.
The two sided variant of the Myhill equivalence is given by s ≡f z iff for all finite sequences q, q ′ over the alphabet
of events f(q ·· s ··q ′) = f(q ·· z ··q ′). Then it’s easy to show that the equivalence classes constitute a monoid under
concatenation of representative sequences:

{s}f ◦ {z}f = {s ·· z}f.
This monoid is finite if and only if f is finite state.

While the Krohn-Rhodes theorem [Hol83; Gin68] gives some insight to the cascade factorization of state machines,
the general product also has structure implications, perhaps more direct ones for computer science. Clearly, networks
of devices exchanging messages, like the latch of 3.3, or even a queue implemented by a pointer and memory, cannot
be factored into a cascade product in a way that reflects the architecture of the system.

Say f is a store over set A if f(s · a) = a. Any n state Moore machine M can be numbered using r = ⌈log2 n⌉
binary digits. Let σb be the state with index the binary r vector b and suppose α = σ0r the vector of all zeros. Let
index(σ) = b so that σ = σb. Suppose fi(ϵ) = 0 for each store sequence map. Then define f = (f1(u1), . . . fr(ur))
and ui(s · a) = ui ··(index(δ(σf(s), a))i. At each state, the stores encode the index of the state of the original state
machine. The entire state of every factor is communicated every step. Parnas[Par72] defined modularity in terms of
information hiding and this example shows why brute force factorization is not modularity. See [Yod] for more.

5.2 Temporal Logic and formal methods

This project began [Yod90] as an attempt to apply temporal logic (Manna and Pnueli [MP79]) to operating systems.
The appeal of temporal logic is that it provides a language suited to specifying properties important in systems such
as "Eventually process p runs" or "Some process is always active". Temporal logic borrowed from Kripke[Kri63]
a semantics consisting of directed graphs of words or states — a state machine to computer scientists. Researchers
in temporal logic adopted models where "states" are maps from formal symbols to values (assignment maps) and a
state machine model is some set of these states with a relation indicating how state can evolve. Notably, there is no
concept of an event, any causal information has to be encoded in the assignment map. A proposition such as AlwaysP
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is true if and only if all states reachable from the current state via the relation map the symbol P to "true". These state
machines are inherently non-deterministic as an alternative to the underspecification used above. There is no ready
notion of product for the assignment map state machines because composing assignment maps is a messy process:
if two different state machines of this type have a formal variable "x" then temporal logics must relabel symbols to
accommodate composition. And the status of "next state" is problematic because the informal idea is that a state
change happens on a fundamental clock tick.

The work outlined here breaks from "formal methods" in its emphasis on a structured semantics rather axiomatics, and
emphasis on "working" mathematics in place for formal logics or other techniques derived from metamathematics.

In TLA [Lam94] the fundamental temporal operator "next" has been adapted to variables by using formal expressions
with apostrophes to indicate "next state value" e.g. x ′ = x+1. A deduction system has been constructed and automated
to some extent. To manage problem of different rates of state change in a system composed of multiple components,
Lamport introduces a notion of state "stuttering" [Lam]. Stuttering involves duplication of states and is introduced in
the models to allow e.g. a milliseconds and seconds clock to co-exist. During the stuttered states, the seconds clock is
frozen. By way of contrast, a similar effect with sequence maps is more modular.

Let the event stream contain "tick" events to advance state by one second of time.

Sec(ϵ) = Min(ϵ) = Hour(ϵ) = 0

Sec(s · a) =
{
Sec(s) + 1 mod 60 if a = tick

Sec(s) otherwise

Min(s · a) =
{
Min(s) + 1 mod 60 if a = tick and Sec(s) = 59

Min(s) otherwise

Hour(s · a) =
{
Hour(s) + 1 mod 24 if a = tick and Sec(s) = 59 and Min(s) = 59

Hour(s) otherwise

Now suppose we want to add a millisecond counter and "tick" means "one millisecond".

Milli(s) = 0 and Milli(s · a) =
{
Milli(s) + 1 mod 1000 if a = tick

Milli(s) otherwise

but:
Clock(s) = (Hour(u),Min(u), Sec(u),Milli(s))

where

u(ϵ) = ϵ and u(s · a) =
{
u(s) · a if (a = tick and Milli(s) = 999)

u(s) otherwise

Instead of stuttering, we have factored state machines (in a cascade).
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